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Stocks: Trades that enter the real-time U.S. stock price are reported by The Nasdaq. The comprehensive waven and volume reflect trading in all markets and are delayed at least 15 minutes. International stock prices are delayed according to the exchange requirements. The base company data and analyst estimates provided by Foxset. Copyright © Factset Research Systems Corporate Sentence Rights
reserved Source: Factset Index: Index price is listed delayed according to actual time or exchange requirements; time tickets for information about any delays. Source: Foxset Markets Diary: Data on the Us Review page View the closed diary table for data on all MARKETS AND UPDATES IN THE USA representing trading closes at 4 pm till 8 pm. Sources: Foxset, South Jones Stock Movers: Dars,
Dekalanars and most aquas market activity tables are a collection of NYC listings of THE NYC, NASDAQ, NYC U.S. and THE NYC. Sources: Factset, Doe Jones ETF Movers: Includes Etf &amp; Etf at least 50,000 soon. Sources: Factset, DoJones Bond: The bond costs are updated in real time. Sources: Factset, Tollite Prebon Currency: Currency price are updated in real time. Sources: Foxset, Tollat-
Prebon Items &amp; Futures: Future prices are delayed at least 10 minutes to the exchange requirements. Change the value between open-life over the period and the start of the next day's trade is counted as the difference between the last trade and the first day solution. Price change during other periods is counted as the difference between the last trade and the most recent solution. Source: The
faxatsets are provided as 'as' for informational purposes only and do not intend for commercial purposes. The Factsat (a) does not create any express or in-active warranties of any kind about the data, including, to no extent, for a particular purpose or to any warranty or use of fitness; and (b) shall not be responsible for any mistake, incomplete, obstruction or delay, depending on any data or resulting in any
damage to itself. Action is taken for this. Data can be delayed intentionally as per supplier needs. Multi Funds &amp; ETFs: The multifund and ETFS information included in this display, with the current price and price date discount, was provided by Laptop, a Refanatao company, subject to the following: Copyright © Refanatao. The rights reserved are any copy of the laptop content, republishor or a
dislocation, including the meaning of the cation, communication or similar, is explicitly prohibited without the first written consent of the laptop. The laptop will not be responsible for any errors or delays in the material, or for any actions that rely on it. Cryptocurrencies: The currency references are updated in the original time. Source: CoinDesk (Wikipedia), Krakan (all other cryptocurrencies) Calendars and
Economy: Economic Reports are released after the original numbers are added to the table. Source: Kantar Media Google is a company that does a lot of things. But what Google really is I'm looking for and to become a home name where it is 90+% market sharing and using AI in its products. Before starting your guide tour on Google/Alphabet financial results, let's remind you how Google make its money
and it's mainly focused. Google is doing many things that management decided to re-organization its structure in 2015 and established the letters of the company at the time that were currently part of Google and started calling them a second bet. However, any reason for the second condition of the alphabet is still earning any significant income. If you talk about alphabets, it's very clear, you talk about
Google and vice versa. Talking about self-driving cars, hot air-gbs providing the internet, the spider elimination and similar projects have not yet translated into financial results. In this article, I walk you through the annual alphabetical report to see how it is generating its income and analyze its financial results. The first few paragraphs summarized with further detail error after its annual earnings reports.
How do You Make Money to Google/Alphabet? Google (alphabet) is active in many areas, but its main source of revenue is digital advertising. Advertising made 85% of the $137bn of letter income in 2018. Google is essentially a money maker by selling ads on its own sites (they call them Google's features). It's Google.com search but also gmail, Google Maps, YouTube, Google. Google's properties make
up the majority of income (70%) Of alphabetical income. Another way google does money from ads is by selling ads placed on other sites that google does not own. Companies or even individual bloggers will input a piece of Google code on their websites and Google will be displaying ads there, pick money from advertisers, take its kit and pay the rest of the site owners. The total number of ads on the
letters that share this non-google sites is 15%. So only 15% of alphabetical/Google revenue is non-advertising and here's a list of things that are coming from 15% of its revenue alphabetically: Google Purchase of Applications + In/App purchases purchased on Google Play on digital content purchases (film, Books, music) Google Cloud Hardware (for example, Ghonsala Thermostat, Pixel Phones, Google
home speakers and others) you may feel that all of the top income sources are Google services and products and none of this is because I forgot to mention it; This is because other subsidiaries of the alphabet do not generate any material income. Alphabet seother conditions are not even 0.5% of income, so we can simply ignore it for it. Maybe it will change in the future, but it's that we have now and at
least time in terms of income characters = Google. Alphabet = Google does not apply easily if we look at work Or the net income level, but I'm coming to it later. How much money is made to create Google (alphabet): $137bn in revenue during the last year, which was a solid growth of 23% Google/Alphabet sits in 2018 with a surprising 243% increase over the previous year. Does it look great to prove the
truth? This is definitely because you look at the alphabetical summary income statement below, you will see that even though the net income is more than double, it's thanks to two unusual items. One of these is the higher tax spending last year, which means that a new tax code effect temporarily slied the tax line and compares 2017 to 2018. Secondly, because there is high unusual lying real-gain on the
security securitys which are impacting the line of statement of income of other alphabets here you can see a simple income statement both as a table and a waterfall chart. It should give you the eye view of the birds which is going on, and we will get a lot of detail later. Alphabet (Google) Summarizes the Revenue Statement with a 5-year history (in billions of dollars) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2018%
growth revenue 66.0 75.0 90.3 110.9 136.8 + 23% Expenses-49.5-55.6-66.6-84.7-110.5 + 30% Operating Income 16.5 19.4 23 .7 26.1 26.3 1 % Other 0.8 0.3 0.4 1.0 8.6 821% Tax-3.6-3.3-4.7-14.5-4.2-71% Net Revenue 14.1 16.3 19.5 12.7 30.7 + When you look at operating income, the results don't promise so much because the development of aggressive alphabetical expenses has all the most over-cost
income. In other words, Google's relatively strong income growth (+ 23%) But this development is quite expensive and results in zero increase in work income. Without unusual items, the net income of the alphabet will be the same as last year. I don't think Google has an income problem, but it's a Ballonang expense issue that they'll need to solve sooner or later. So far, higher spending in alphabetical
management is expected to grow, although they talk about more and more moderate growth. Below you can see another summary look at the financial performance of the alphabet. The work's marginally dropped because expenses increased faster than income, but thanks to unusual items per share. 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2018 % Growth income 25% 26% 26% 26% 24% 19%-EPS (earnings per
share) slim $20.57 $22.84 $27.85 $18.00 $43.70 + 29% What alphabetdoes (Google) makes one day or another to imagine how much Google earn. We're talking about billions of dollars that most people are hard to do. So it may be more manageable to see how many alphabets/Google earn per day or even more per second. From the table below you can see if you translated the average 2018 results per
second, alphabet (Google) into a net income of $4.3k $1 per second per second of income. Net income per year (2018) per day $136.8 bn $375m $4.3k net income $30.7 bn The $1.0 k characters from key initiatives/Google's revenue report net income results seem impressive in both size and growth, but this is the only one that asatose from huge taxes and unrealistic benefits last year. The rate of income
growth is solid, and Google's dominant search business that it seems are not under the control of characters to spend it. Google's expenses are growing significantly faster than revenue. This is a long term trend for Alphabet/Google. What is the difference between the letters and Google? In 2015 Google Corporate re-introduced itself to improve its investment arm from its core Google business. That's when
they created the alphabet. As a building company that owns several subordinate entities. One of these subsidiaries is Google LLC which includes all Google products and services as we know (Google Search, YouTube, Google Cloud, Google Maps, Android, Hardware and more). All other businesses that make the fogali calls are located under the second bet different lying with google. These other
conditions include Google Fiber, for example, surely, Kapatilg, Calico IO, X, and GVs. Capatalg and GVs are used as funds that invest in other companies and startups. The number of individual companies invested in through these companies is very large and includes investments in household names such as Snap Inc., AirBA, Lumisi Club, Elevator, Romanhod, Uber, Medium, Clodar and hundreds of
others. The organizational structure of the alphabet in the following is a simple alphabetical corporate structure conceived in a chart. Letters Inc. is holding the top company in which other businesses and companies own, and Google LLC is one of them. Is the same in the alphabet like Google? The alphabet is not the same thing as Google. Google is a subsidiary of alphabet. If you want to buy Google
Stock, you can't do it directly. You have to buy alphabets which are usually traded. On the other hand, if you compare Google financial results and alphabetical financial results, google's alphabetical results and stocks are most effective lying on the value. As I mentioned earlier, the income from other betting businesses is also not 0, 5% of total alphabetical income. So sometimes the difference between the
letters and Google is not very important. The problem is that if you want to invest in Google, your only option is to buy letter stocks. However, if you do, you have not just invested in Google but also in many private eqt/venture capital projects. Take it or leave it, it's what you get. Is the same as google CEO in alphabet? Alphabet is the CEO, one of the founders of Google. Google LLC CEO Sundar Pichae,
who is also one of the director of Alphabet Inc. Who owns Alphabet Sanctimont? Alphabet is a public trade company, and if they want, one can buy their stocks However, even if you sell all the alphabets out there, you will not have the last word on the alphabetboard because The page and the sarji sargari can easily vote for you. How is this possible? The explanation behind this is that Google has different
classes of stock, and class C which is mostly held by Serji and has the super voting rights of Luay. The general alphabet share is a vote. Class C share has ten votes. It sounds strange, but it's quite a standard scheme for technical stocks and has similar superroy power on Facebook to mark Zuckerberg. Google (Alphabet) Detailed Income Statement Concept (Falls Chart) The following Falls Chart is a more
detailed concept of P&amp;L for alphabet (Google) and you should help you understand the ratio between different items and highlight significant changes over the previous year. Below the chart, I walk you through the alphabet's P&amp;L and show you a more detailed error. If you are not experiencing this income statement form before and are not aware of it, I recommend explaining my post how and I
prefer to display the P&amp;L statement in this form. Google (alphabet) revenue: Income disorder Alphabet's revenue has increased by 23% to $136.8bn in 2018 and all thanks to Google because other conditions are almost non-business income. The growth of income is a solid result in the 23% we saw last year in line with that growth. So how did Google do it? Most income (85%) Advertising comes from,
and it was growing in line with overall revenue growth. This means that every dollar is 85 cents that are coming from alphabetical ads. See the income error from the section below. Overall, the growth of all parts is almost the same as that of the non-google sites, but increased by just 14% except for advertising revenue, but it is in line with last year's growth for this segment and was offset by higher
increases in revenue in other Google segments. Google/Characters Annual Revenue Breakdown (in billions of dollars) 2016 2017 2018 % Growth Ads-Google Features 63.8 77.8 96.3 + 24% Ads Network members features 15.6 17.6 20.0 + 14% other Google Continue with a more detailed breakdown of income 10.6 15.0 19.9 + 33% other betting income 0.3 0.5 0.6 + 25% Total income 90.3 110.9 136.8 +
23% where we will see different drivers behind each part. The majority of $116.3bn of advertising revenue ($96.3bn) is coming from ads that show Google on its own sites that google is called Google Properties. These are sites such as google.com, youtube.com, Google Map or Gmail that keeps Google under its control to maintain all advertising revenue from ads that are displayed on these sites. It's part
of the key revenue for Alphabet/Google, and it's no wonder it's almost in line with the overall growth of the alphabet's income. Advertising revenue can increase or increase the maximum clicks (more ads about users or more users using google sites) when the price is per click. The fact for the classified income for Google's features was: 62% increase in paid clicks The increase in mobile search queries ads
was encouraged by YouTube engagement ads that were offset in part by the lower cost paid by Google for the advertiser demand by reducing the price of this increase in the user's core growth of 25%. This decline was primarily encouraged by the continued growth in YouTube engagement ads where the price per click is lower than other Google advertising types. To collect it, google you click more for the
growth in search of Tube and mobile thanks, but getting less per click. Google's features have increased advertising revenue by 24 percent overall. A small portion of Google's revenue ($20.0 bn) is coming from google service ads on other google network member sites. This part has increased less and last year was also less growth. The distribution between quantity and price is also different: the number
of ads on non-google sites increased by 2% only (3% last year) per impression increased to 12% (8% last year), google network members had increased by 14% on google's features and the price of the main driver increased by 2%. Google's second income is mainly revenue in other Google income: applications, in-app purchases, and digital content Google Cloud Prasad and hardware in the Google Play
Store is part of the fastest growing revenue in this section (33%) and this growth is primarily a key key: Google Cloud Offering (although Google was quite a cryptocurrency about making a lot of money cloud, it seems it's a Face revival) Google Play (mainly application purchase) hardware sales non-Google income (other condition) is for other betting class income alphabets. The alphabet is sourced from the
second condition in 2018 and primarily provides internet and TV services (Google Fiber Business) as well as licensing and R&amp;D services (numerous) as well as licensed and services, and how it will look if we share Google's income from geographical areas based on customer addresses : (Billions in Billions) 2016 2017 2018 2018% Growth United States 42.8 52.4 63.3 + 21% EMEA 30.3 36.0 44.6 +
24% C 12.6 16.2 21.4 + 32% Other U.S. 4.6 6.1 7.6 + 24% Total revenue 90.3 110.9 136.8 + 23% is the main part of alphabetical income Google advertising income. 85 Each dollar of over-the-letter revenue comes from Google ads (it was 86 cents in the previous year). Geographical revenue distribution: 46% in the United States (growing 21% holding the currency continuously) and 33% in EMEA (20%)
increase. The rest of the world is growing by 30%. Advertising revenue increased by 22% and this increase was encouraged by increased mobile search and also growth in YouTube. This shift is also the main reason behind the low price per click in traffic acquisition costs and on development. Google's second income is the fastest growing share of revenue, growing 33%. 4, 9bn by its development The
google cloud's drive, and google play in app purchases (Google play is a payment network to revenue developers) although google/alphabet's leadership emphasizes that the alphabet is not just about Google, if you look at the revenue of activities outside Google, these are minor. It is also not 1% of total income (basic fibre and of course). However, it is not held if you look at these other betting earnings
(such characters call them). The other bet lost 3, 4bn in 2018. How does Google spend money on the alphabet?: Welcome a &amp; expense shit in Google's spending disorder. You probably already realize where it is alphabetand Google has the biggest problem of lies before them, and they will need to handle it sooner or later. Increased expenses over income may not continue forever. If you remember
revenue development drivers like mobile search and YouTube traffic, there are also reasons how the income cost ratio has increased. The alphabet in its annual income report also has warnings about its going forward. For example, one reason why increasing mobile search means more traffic acquisition costs (TAS) for Google is that it probably pays just to keep Google as a default search engine in Apple
products to $9,500,000,000. Look at the alphabetical costs and the deterioration of their development. Most items are growing above the rate of income growth of 23%. There are two lines that are growing by the growth rate that is under income growth or below and the cost of income TAX and general and management. How much money and spent on Alphabet/Google (in billions of dollars) 2014 2015
2016 2017 2018 2018 % cost of revenue development-TAX-13.5-14.3-16.8-21.7-26. 7---% Income Price-Others-12.2-13.8-18.3-23.9-32.8 + 37% Research and Development-9.8-12.3-13.9-16.6-21.4 + 29% Sales and Marketing-8 .1-9.0-10.5-12.9-16.3 + 27% General and Administrative-5.9-6.1-7.0-6.9-8.1 + 18% European Commission Fines 0 0 0-2.7-5.1 + 89% Total Expenditure-49 .5-55.6-66.6-84.7-+
30% cost of income-TAX (traffic acquisition expenses) is increased by the overall traffic acquisition price (TAC) of 23% so, one can incorrectly find this number right and move on. However, it is a good example that aggregate numbers can hide the dynamics within it. If you divide this number between google's features versus the cost of revenue for the partner network, you'll get a great insight into what's
going on. Alphabet/Google is a problem in almost all cost lines, but based on summary data it may feel that the problem is in the p&amp;l line-up of income-value disinvestment 37% over other previous years. However, if you divide THE TAC into the partners and the TAc that are distributed to the TAC among members of Google's network, you will see that there is another problem there, which has
increased by 39% in the form of which distribution partners are being added. Double the income rate for this channel. There is such a massive increase in THE TAX why Google was explained for: changes in partner contracts are parts via the continued shift on mobile, which are higher TAX because more mobile searches are paid access points. Google network members have the least revenue increase in
THE TAX. (in billions of dollars) distribution partners 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2018 growth TOC-3.6-4.1-5.9-9.0-12.6 + 39% TC Google Network members-9.9-10. 2-10.9-12.6-14.2 + 12% Total Traffic Acquisition Price-13.5-14.3-16.8-21.7-+ 23% Here is a different look at the same distribution, only this number is shown as % of the relevant channel income. You can see that the overall expenditure is less
than the % of Advertising revenue on Google's own features but is significantly increasing. On the other hand, Google's network members seem to be more under the control of % of income as THE TAX. The features of the network iPad for THE TAC is significantly higher than google's features because THE TAC is simply to pay a certain portion of the revenue to google website owners. (Expenditure as %
of income) 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 TO TC Distribution Partners 8.1% 7.8% 9.2% 11.6% 13.1% T.A.C Google Network 67.8% by members 68.1% 69.9% 71.9% 70.8% Total traffic acquisition cost 38.9% 37.6% 38.9% 41.1% 43.5% ... We expect sites to continue to extend YEAR ON TAX year, reflecting the continued strength in mobile search. -The other costs of the Revenue Call Cost of The Earth-
Poart, Kafa Alphabet and Google, Q4 2018, are significantly increasing at the maximum, so we have a look at what driving is: the expenses of data center and other operations which mainly increased the customisation from general and administrative expenses (well part of this increase to income costs from G&amp;A This can be described by moving, but it is only part of it) as a result of increasing
activities related to the costs of YouTube and hardware attached to new hardware, other expense items like R&amp;D start, sales and marketing and general and management, alphabetical compensation and increase disinvestment in headcount as a result of increasing activities. For sales and marketing costs, Google revealed that part 1, 2bn of increased advertising and promotional costs had increased,
resulting in increased marketing and promotion expenses for our cloud prasad and Google Assistant. The European Commission is exactly the description of Google's/alphabetical income in its additional line and I see it as quite a fit as it has become a recurring expense for Google. How many alphabetical employees are there? We look at a 5-year history of a large number of alphabetical employees. It is
growing significantly and as you can see this year increasing in line with the growth of income. Which means that there has not been any economy yet for Google and its development is very expensive. then difficult See why this trend should change any time soon for any reason. 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2018% Development Employees (Total Time) 53,600 61,814 72,053 80,110 98,00 771 + 23% From
the alphabetical income error between Google and the second condition I have mentioned many times that the income is non-Google revenue due to Google = alphabet, even 0, 5% of the total alphabetical income. (in billions of dollars) 2016 2017 2018 2018% growth Google 90.0 110.4 136.2 + 23% Other bet 0.3 0.5 0.6 + 25% Total revenue 90.3 110.9 136.8 + 23% Although the second condition does not
bring any significant income, they spend a lot of money every year to alphabet. Good luck characters separate operating income between Google and other betting so we take care that all non-Google businesses are spent alphabetically that don't bring any income. As you can see below, it's not a small amount and it's growing. Alphabet operating income breakdown between Google and other conditions
(billions $) 2016 2017 2018 2018% growth Google 27.1 32.3 36.5 + 13% Other Bet-2.7-2.7-3.4 + 23% Items-0.6-3.4-6.8 + 201% Total You Rating income 23.7 26.1 26.3 + 1% Items mainly consist of European Commission fines and other miscellaneous items that do not allocate to individual classes if you look at the trend of long term operating income, I think Google is the best example of a company that
can grow significantly, but this growth is expensive and eating all the traditional income. The competition is also tough for Google, and if they stop investing, they will fall back. Are we in a state where only spending is required to maintain the current profit level? Or are they just soft on expenses or girl? Key steps for the cost of letters/Google expenses Google's main problem is moving forward and Google
knows it. This is not a specific spending line which is the main problem, the problem is that most of them are growing more than income. Google's key sources of mobile search and revenue development like YouTube are also reasons why aggregate soldering is largely serviced due to the large value of revenue in these channels, increasing its workforce to 23% in 2018. The problems (although not as
important as Google) also have other expenses associated with the condition. In 2018 only one spent a loss of 3.4 bn on the condition of the other. ... You will see that we will be focused in R&amp;D with increasing headcount to help our priority areas, although we expect growth rates to moderate in 2019 - The Growth Rate for The Earth- Porate, Kafa Alphabet and Google, Q4 201 8 Review the income
that Google (alphabet) is primarily focusing on the income statement and not so much on the letter balance sheet, there is a balance sheet item I want to see, and how it's changed alphabet's (Google's) cash balance and how. At the end of the 2018 financial year, Google/Alphabet had $109.1bn in cash. This is a growth rate of 7% versus previous The intensity of alphabetical stocks in 2018 was $8.2 bn
versus $5.2 bn in 2017. 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2018 % Growth Cash, Cash Equivalents and Sing-Securitys $64.4 bn $73.1 bn $86.3 bn $7% stock price history during the last five years. The focus of this analysis is to review Google's business based on its financial statement, and I will not spend too much time talking about its stock price or its assessment. However, it is a feeling of appearing this chart
at least with the growth of alphabetical stock price over the past three years, to give you some historical context. Represents once a week in graphs. It is important to note that the following price is the price of class C alphabetical stock. But there are three classes of stocks in alphabetical: Class A: Stocks with voting rights (1 stock = 1 vote). Traded as Google on the Stock Exchange. Class B: Super shares
with super voting rights (1 stock = 10 votes) mostly in the hands of the ansadars. This class of stocks is not traded in public markets. Thanks for these stocks and the relevant votes, The Leary Page and The Serji Maintained on the Sargari alphabet. Class C: Stocks without voting rights, as trading on stock exchanges. Public trade is only a &amp; c. The price of these two classes is strongly linked. Class A
stock price is always a little higher than class C because it is vote-correct, but the difference is small. This article is focused financial results for the 2018 alphabet. But because of this alphabet released its Q1 earnings report, I would at least point to the central steps. Overall, there were no significant changes. Revenue in Q1 was $36.3bn, a 17% increase over Q1 last year. Total expenditure increased to
26% versus Q1 last year to $29.7 bn, then problems with significantly increasing expenditure from income. The total cost of the strong growth of cloud business (then no numbers shown) is 1.7 bn another EU Commission fine, which you can see as the usual price for Google business. Without it, the costs will go up to 19%. R&amp;D costs were growing by 29% and the biggest driver was developed
encouraged by the cloud class the second condition is still material contributions on alphabetical expenses and the number of income increased and ended at 103,459 by 4,688 (engineers and product managers) in Q1 and as of March 31, 2019. Net income increased from $9.4bn to $6.7bn in cash, cash equivalents and sing-in securitys from $11 bn to $109.1bn in Q1 2019. 2019 Outlook I think there is no
need to worry about getting out of business, but given its rising costs, it's hard to see how Google will increase net income in the future. So far it is going to continue to be the significant development in this expenditure that all the progressive income accounts. It can feel for an established company that has to invest heavily just to stay on top, but then the question is there Current assessment is correct. So
what do you think? Will Google/Characters Bring Its Costs Under Control Soon? Soon?
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